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celebrity find stories updates and expert opinion a rsum of the wartime commandos by brig peter young dso mc the 
thirty eight battle honours awarded to the army commandos serve as a prologue to this brief Badge of Glory (The 
Royal Marines Saga): 

0 of 0 review helpful It is a good yarn By Ekaterina Puffini It is a good yarn I am here in Korea for 2 months and 
dependent on my Kindle for light reading enjoyment This bookcertainly satisfies that task But it reads somehow flat 
and formulaic compared with books of Reeman that I recallfrom reading 20 years go when I was similarly in the UK 
and buying paperbacks It is a good yarn don t get me wrong Travel through Britain s military history with a proud 
seafaring family the Blackwoods and the service tradition in which they make their careers mdash the Royal Marines 
Captain Philip Blackwood of the Royal Marines rejoins his ship the H M S Audacious in the summer of 1850 Sent out 
to Africa to eliminate the last strongholds of slavery then on to the Crimean War From Library Journal Reeman who 
also wrote under the name of Alexander Kent here presents a tale of the soldiering part of the Royal Navy the Royal 
Marines The characters in Badge of Glory are somewhat standard with Capt Philip Blackwood fighting to uphold 
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